EDSCIFEST 2021
CALL FOR IDEAS

ONE WORLD:
SCIENCE
CONNECTS
US
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BACKGROUND TO THE FESTIVAL

What we deliver…
Welcome! We’re delighted you’re here

Edinburgh Science Festival was the world’s first public science festival, and remains

and interested in being a part of the 2021

one of the largest and best in the world. Established in 1989, Edinburgh Science is

Edinburgh Science Festival.

an educational charity with the mission of inspiring, encouraging and challenging
people of all ages and backgrounds to explore, understand and engage with the

We’ve put together this guide to tell you a
bit more about us – Edinburgh Science – the

world around them, and to communicate the educational, social and economic
benefits of science and technology.

organisation responsible for the Edinburgh
Science Festival and our Call for Ideas
process. We hope this will help you prepare
your event suggestion(s) ahead of the

Our vision is a world where the wonder and value of science and technology is
recognised and celebrated as central to our lives and where organisations and
individuals work together to create a bright and sustainable future.

submission deadline for the 2021 festival:
5pm on wednesday 23 DECEMBER

Each year the Edinburgh Science Festival puts on a programme of over 250
activities – workshops, shows, demonstrations, hands-on activities, discussions,
conversations, exhibitions and interactive events – at venues across Edinburgh.
The 2020 Edinburgh Science Festival was cancelled due to the global spread of
COVID-19 – as a result – a digital offer Elements of #EdSciFest was developed
which consisted of more than 200 digital experiences for audiences.
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What the Festival involves…

…Immersive experiences for

…shows and performances

…workshops, exhibitions and

Children and Families

Each year we curate a programme of

drop-in activities

Edinburgh Science creates unique, inspiring and

creative shows and performances that offer

We create our own workshops, exhibitions

interactive workshops and activities aimed at

an alternative way for visitors to experience

and drop-in activities as well as welcoming

3–11 year olds delivered at venues throughout

the Festival and pose scientific and

proposals for these activities from external

the city.

creative challenges.

partners. From fully interactive large exhibitions
that require a dedicated self-contained venue
to a small table-top activity as part of a larger
event such as our Pop-Up Science programme.
We have room for all ideas.

…Adults and Young

… around the city

People Programme

Edinburgh and its surrounds are well served with a host of permanent venues dedicated to

As well as family activities, the Festival also

presenting science and technology in interesting ways year round. Many of these like-minded

delivers a vibrant and varied programme for

organisations come together during the Festival to present a special programme focusing on

adults and young people; everything from

and celebrating science. We are also keen to hear about any one-off festivals, theatre or music

presentations to thought-provoking panel

performances, etc. that might complement our programme either in a physical venue or online.

discussions and interactive events. These events
take place throughout the city and online.

For 2021, we are particularly interested to receive proposals for outdoor experiences which can be
delivered safely in a socially distanced manner.
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Anyone can submit a proposal to the Call for Ideas and we are always

Many individuals and organisations take part in the Festival each

keen to hear from people with a fascinating concept to communicate

year including universities, learned societies, research councils and

and exciting ways of doing it. We are looking for events as part of our

media outlets.

children, family, adult and young people programmes, in an assortment
of engaging formats; whether it be thought-provoking discussions and

Want to get involved? Use this infographic to find the participation option

interactive events, shows, workshops and performances – any format

that suits you best.

which engages audiences with science in an exciting way.

I am a…
Publisher
Publishers representing popular

Local Visitor
Attraction

Independent
Professional

other
stakeholders

science authors can submit

High quality public venues based

Individuals such as professional

Organisations such as university

proposals for author talks with

in and around Edinburgh that

science communicators, artists

departments, charities and

associated book signings.

organise activities that tie in with

and performers interested in

learned societies looking to hold

the Science Festival programme.

bringing a show, performance,

an event in our programme

Please let us know in your

You must represent a physical

talk, workshop, installation or

making use of our facilities

submission about your author's

venue with a front-facing visitor

exhibition to the Festival.

for example broadcast studio

delivery preferences.

experience to qualify for this

spaces, exhibition venues or

category.

indoor/outdoor stages. Events
may include discussions, shows,
performances, installations,
workshops and exhibitions.

COVID-19 Updates As part of the Call For Ideas form, we will ask you to let us know if your event;
i) Must be delivered in an

ii) Must be delivered in

indoor venue
– i.e representing a local
visitor attraction'

iii) Could be delivered in

an indoor venue – i.e

an outdoor programme

not representing a local

space successfully

iv) Could be delivered on an
online platform

visitor attraction'

Participation FEE
£350-£1,250 per event
Waived

£350 per event listing

Talk to us about

listing

your fee

From £350 per event listing for a table
top activity in a shared venue, depending
on the space required.
£1,250 per event listing for an event in a
dedicated Festival venue space.

Benefits
The facilities we

A VENUE/BROADCAST STUDIO

provide for standard

Event management staff

events include:

Box office services
PUBLICTY and MARCOMMS SUPPORT
Support from our Creative team
assistance with travel and accommodation costs, where applicable.

If none of the above applies to you or the participation fee is a barrier to your involvement, please
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contact conor ellis on conor.ellis@scifest.co.uk. Alternative financial arrangements may be available.

NOTES ON
PARTICIPATION

SUBMISSION
GUIDELINES

Participation
Requirements

Accreditation

Please note that due to a high volume

We ask successful event organisers to:

Event organisers are accredited with a line entry

of submissions, inclusion in the Festival

of ‘Presented by X’ alongside relevant event

programme is not guaranteed. Preference

entries. If you are interested in logo branding

will be given to events that demonstrate

if publishers would like further advice on event

within our print and online campaign materials,

a commitment to best-practice science

development, a member of the Creative team

and or at events themselves, online and at the

communication and to providing high-quality

will be able to work with you)

event, please contact Hannah Schlesinger in

experiences. For a guide to what we are

our Development team to discuss partnership

looking for and suggestions of how to make

– Develop and deliver your own event (however

– Cover their own event costs including travel

opportunities:

the most of your idea, please read our Tips for

and accommodation of event participants

HannahS@scifest.co.uk

Submissions section of this guide.

(see the Additional Costs section on the next

Box office revenue

During the submission review process, you may

With the exception of local visitor attractions, all

be contacted by a member of our Creative

box office revenue is retained by the Edinburgh

Team to discuss your event in more detail. After

Festival to publicise and host the event

Science Festival, unless otherwise negotiated

event selection is complete, we will notify you

(see the timeline on the back page for a

and stated in the signed Participation

of the outcome of your submission by email.

full checklist)

page for more details)
– Provide all information required by the

Agreement. For local visitor attractions, a
20% administration fee is retained from ticket

If you have any questions that haven’t been

revenue generated through the Festival box

answered in the supporting information please

office. A minimum of 20% of the total tickets

contact Conor Ellis at Conor.Ellis@scifest.co.uk

– Agree to co-market your event
– Additionally, local visitor attractions should

available for each event must be allocated to

demonstrate that their proposed Festival

be sold through the Festival box office.

activity supplements their ‘business as usual’
programme across the year, host events
in their own venue and arrange all event

Cancellation fees
If an event is accepted and is cancelled prior

DEADLINE

to the publication of printed material, the event

The deadline for submissions is

organisers will be liable for an administration

5pm Wednesday 23 December 2020

logistics themselves
– Take full responsibility for the Health and

charge of 50% of the participation fee per

Safety of your events. Please see additional

event. If the event is cancelled after after

information on the pages which follow.

marketing collateral has been produced, the
organisers are liable for payment of the full
participation fee per event.
Our Festival Participation Agreements – sent
to contacts of all accepted events – contain
details of our cancellation policy. We have
updated this policy to provide additional
flexibility to our partner network in the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.
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sponsoRSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

FESTIVAL INFORMATION

Would you like to have an enhanced presence

Venues and equipment

at the Festival to showcase the work of your

Festival venues

equipment

organisation?

The Festival uses a variety of venues citywide

The Festival will provide details of standard

and will endeavour to best match events to

AV equipment for Festival venues, such as

suitable locations.

outdoor stages. It is the responsibility of event

Edinburgh Science Festival is an excellent
platform on which to increase the profile of

organisers to fund any additional equipment

your organisation in front of an enthusiastic

As part of our resilience planning and risk

and engaged audience that includes industry

mitigation for the impact(s) of COVID-19 – we

experts, academia, scientists and technologists,

will ask you to let us know in your Call For Ideas

The Festival may be able to supply basic

creators, makers and innovators and families.

proposal(s) the different venues that your event

equipment (tables, chairs etc.) but it is your

could be suitable for. This may include outdoor

responsibility to inform us of these requirements

spaces, or online as a digital offer.

well in advance. If you have more complex

Our development team will work with you to
create a bespoke package to support your
objectives and give you maximum benefit.

you may require.

requirements we will attempt to provide details
As part of the 2021 Edinburgh Science Festival,

of local suppliers.

we are exploring the potential in a variety

SPONSORSHIP benefits

of new venue spaces throughout the city to

For health and safety reasons, it is essential that

Benefits of sponsorship can include, but are not

programme Festival content, including outdoor

the Edinburgh Science Festival is made aware

limited to, opportunities for staff engagement

stages and a digital broadcast studio for

of ALL equipment you intend to use for your

and development, prominent brand

online programming.

event, irrespective of who is providing it.

engagement, VIP opportunities and exclusive

We will endeavour to best match events to

All electrical equipment you are using must

access to events for your staff and families.

suitable spaces. Unless you are representing

be PAT tested annually, and have a valid

a local visitor attraction or are proposing a

certification sticker to confirm compliance.

recognition, opportunities for unique client

Contact Hannah Schlesinger – our Director of

site-specific piece it is highly likely that we

Development – HannahS@scifest.co.uk to

will schedule your event in one of our own

discuss your needs and to develop a creative

venues or as part of our online offer. Please

package that can benefit your organisation.

do not make arrangements for your own
external venue.
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Additional costs
Travel, accommodation

Box office and
ticket sales

Event Health
and Safety

and expenses

Sales to the public

The health and safety of our team, partners

Event organisers are responsible for

The Festival Box Office opens approximately

and audiences is our number one priority. By

organising (and covering the cost of) all travel,

two months before the Festival. Except for

participating in the Edinburgh Science Festival

accommodation and per diem expenses for

certain specified events that must be booked in

Programme, you agree to take full responsibility

their event participants. The Festival can provide

advance, tickets are also on sale at the venue 30

for the Health and Safety of your event(s).

details on request of designated festival hotels,

minutes prior to the start of an event providing

in which the majority of speakers will stay,

the event is not sold out.

where applicable.

This includes:
– Completing Risk Assessments and Method

Ticketing your event

Statements (RAMS), Control of Substances

For independent professionals who are

For the convenience of our visitors, Edinburgh

Hazardous to Health (COSHH) Assessments,

not associated with an organisation, the

Science Festival insists on being able to hold

and Fire Risk Assessments – as appropriate –

Festival may be able to assist with travel and

tickets, or to take bookings, for every event

and submit to these to the Festival.

accommodation costs where required. This is

listed in the programme.

decided on a case-by-case basis.

– Complying with Edinburgh Science's Health
The Festival will determine tickets prices and all

and Safety Policy. You must also comply

Insurance

ticket revenue is retained by the Festival, other

with health and safety policies of our venue

It is the responsibility of event organisers to

than for local visitor attractions.

partners as appropriate.

have appropriate Public Liability Insurance
cover for their event(s) taking place under the

For local visitor attractions, All ticket revenue

Please note that we will expect enhanced

auspices of the Edinburgh Science Festival.

generated through the Festival Box Office

control measures as part of RAMS in line with

will be reverted to the local visitor attraction

public health guidance in response to COVID-19.

Please get in touch with us if you have any

with the reduction of a 20% Box Office

questions about this or if this in any way

administration fee. A minimum of 20% of the

presents a barrier to your participation.

total tickets available for each event must
be allocated to be sold through the Festival

Hospitality, catering

box office.

and receptions
If you wish to organise a reception as part of
your presence at the Festival, we will be happy
to suggest local caterers and suitable venues.
Similarly, if you wish to provide refreshments
for speakers as part of your event, please let
us know and we will put you in touch with the
necessary catering staff.
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Protecting Children
and Young People

Marketing, publicity
and media

If you are delivering an event which will involve

Edinburgh Science uses a mixed method

children/young pPeople, we will require you

approach to market the Festival to

to name and provide the contact details of

audiences. This includes print and digital

a nominated Child Protection Officer as a

marketing materials with local, national and

requirement of your participation in the Festival.

international reach.

Any event staff/volunteers supervising children

Please note that until the launch, the contents

in the absence of parents/carers must have

of the Festival programme are under embargo

undergone appropriate police checks in

and therefore we will not promote activities

their own country relevant to the work they

through press, print or digital channels prior to

are carrying out, such as enrollment in the

this date.

Protecting Vulnerable Groups Scheme (PVG)
or equivalent. As a minimum, there must be

If you intend to produce publicity material

at least one staff member that has undergone

specific to your event (for example posters,

these checks present at all times in the absence

leaflets, and online/social media content) it is

of parents/carers.

imperative that the Edinburgh Science Festival
logo is included and that the Festival is supplied

If the Event Organiser is unable to meet this

with a proof copy of the material for sign off

condition, the Festival will not permit them to

before it goes to press.

run the Event without parents/carers present.
Copies of the logo will be supplied to
participants and other versions and resolutions
are available from our Marketing team by email
at Marketing@scifest.co.uk. We are happy to
display material (subject to it containing our
logo) at our Box Office and, where possible, at
relevant Festival venues once the Festival starts.
The Festival endeavours to publicise as many
events as possible, but is unable to produce a
press release for every event. It is important that
you publicise your event too and participants
are encouraged to identify a newsworthy
aspect of their event which will attract media
interest and to aim to attract high-profile
speakers and/or hosts. Please let our Marketing
team know about your PR/media campaign in
advance to prevent duplication of effort.
If you wish to discuss marketing and media
options, please contact our Marketing team by
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email at Marketing@scifest.co.uk

CALL FOR IDEAS TIMELINE
OCTOBER 28 • Launch of Call for Ideas
OCTOBER – DECEMBER • Call for Ideas is open to submissions
WEDNESDAY 23 DECEMBER • DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS
EARLY JANUARY • Festival team reviews submissions
JANUARY • Event selection finalised and successful event organisers
are contacted

JANUARY – FEBRUARY • Collection of event information:
– Event copy
– Event participant details (speaker and host contact
details and biographies)
– Images
– Venue details (for local visitor attractions)
– Notes on any unusual logistical/AV requirements
– Social media information and MarComms contacts
• Collection of signed Participation Agreements and
invoicing details
• Events are scheduled by the Festival team and dates
communicated to event organisers

Friday 26 FEBRUARY • DEADLINE FOR EVENT INFORMATION AND COPY
april/may • Programme launch and events on-sale
• Invoices for participation fee (where applicable) sent to
event organisers Collection of final event details:
– Event agendas
– Event risk assessments, where applicable
– Event Health and Safety paperwork submission to
Festival, as appropriate.
– Any further logistical and AV requirements

JUNE • Festival Information sent to Event Organisers
26 JUNE–11 JULY • Edinburgh Science Festival 2021
july • Feedback form sent out
• Final wrap-up of financial agreements (where applicable)

CONTACT OUR TEAM!
If you have any questions about getting involved in the Edinburgh Science Festival, don’t hesitate to email us.
To discuss the Call for Ideas contact Conor Ellis Conor.Ellis@scifest.co.uk
To discuss sponsorship opportunities contact Hannah Schlesinger HannahS@scifest.co.uk
To discuss marketing and media contact Marketing@scifest.co.uk
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Tips for
Submissions
We’re looking for inspiring experiences;
thought-provoking discussions, creative
performances, engaging hands-on
experiences, interactive events and engaging
talks that bring scientists and audiences
together with other relevant voices to help us
deliver our mission and vision as part of our
Festival in April 2020.
Places in the Festival programme are limited
so we have to be selective. In reviewing the
proposals we will be asking such questions as:
– Is the event interesting, relevant, innovative,
imaginative and inspiring?
– Does the event complement our existing
programme and Festival theme?
– Is the event likely to be popular and attract a
good audience?
– Does the event demonstrate a commitment
to best-practice science communication?
– Does the event provide a high-quality
experience to audiences?
– Does the event provide accessible and
inclusive experiences?
– Will the event help audiences understand
that science is a part of their everyday life
and something that is “for them?”
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TOP TIPS
1. Know your audience

2. Consider your
content

Edinburgh Science Festival audiences are
generally made up of interested members of

There are many underrepresented audiences

The Festival aims to engage everyone, not

the public who we assume have little or no

in STEM and we are committed to working

only in a celebration of science but as an

specialist scientific or technological knowledge.

across our event portfolio to create an inclusive

opportunity to present and discuss new areas

Their motivations for attending an event vary

and welcoming Festival for everyone. Not

of research and to promote debate about

widely. Some come to hear a favourite speaker;

everyone in STEM fits the same mould, and we

issues raised by science and technology. We

some to learn something new; others to debate

welcome ideas for Festival events which help

are interested in events on science of all sorts –

moral, ethical and societal implications and

us reach underrepresented audiences and

but in particular in those that:

make their views heard; and others simply want

celebrate that STEM is something for everyone.
– Tie in with our 2021 Festival theme One

to have a fun day or night out with their family
or friends. Some will expect plenty of scientific

All our audiences share an expectation that their

World: Science Connects Us, more

detail and explanation; others will be more

Edinburgh Science Festival experience will be

information about this theme and our

interested in what the non-scientists have to say.

a valuable one in terms of learning something

strands of focus can be found in our Festival

new, feeling entertained, or ideally both. People

Vision document

There is no ‘typical’ event and no ‘ideal’

are coming to these events in their leisure time,

audience, but we are keen to include events

so bear this in mind when planning your event!

that appeal to members of the public who

angles and novel approaches

don’t necessarily consider themselves to be

We cannot guarantee an audience for your

interested in science. The important thing is to

event, but the Festival is heavily promoted and

identify your target audience and try to ensure

we do our best to provide additional publicity

that the event you deliver is appropriate for

and support for events that are booking slowly.

this audience.

– Involve new research, new ideas, interesting

– Consider the moral, ethical and broad
societal implications of scientific research
– Appeal to audiences – with a lower science
capital – and who may be underrepresented

We welcome ideas for events that will help

in STEM careers and industries.

us engage harder-to-reach audiences and
visitors with additional needs. Edinburgh
Science has an organisational working group
for accessibility across the Festival and last year
we were pleased to offer a series of relaxed
performances and events as part of the Festival
programme. If you would like to find out more
about offering relaxed experiences or would
be interested in delivering a bespoke Festival
event for audiences with additional needs,
please get in touch with us.
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3. Think about your
format

EVENTS FOR ADULTS AND YOUNG
PEOPLE

In conversation events

We understand that COVID-19 presents a
number of challenges to the delivery of the live

Good presenters are the key to a successful

well-known individual in a ‘chat-show’ style. The

Festival experience. As part of Call For Ideas

event. Before inviting a speaker, it is advisable

host should ideally be a personality themselves

process, we're asking you to think about the

to check that they have presented to a general

(broadcasters are often ideal in this role). This

venue for your event(s), in particular, if they

audience before or, if possible, see them speak

style of event can be useful if your speaker(s)

could be delivered digitally or outside.

yourself. Discussion events or talks should

have interesting things to say but are best

have a host whose role it is to welcome the

suited to a conversational style rather than a

The event format guidance below is

audience, introduce the speaker(s), steer

presentation. ‘In conversation’ events should

applicable across events delivered across

the event and lead any Q&A session. Do not

allow time for audience questions.

multiple formats. We would encourage you

underestimate the importance of a good host.

to consider Scottish Government and NHS

In this format, a skilled host interviews a

Panel/discussion events

guidance when proposing Festival events and

Presentations/Talks

Discussions can work well for mixed audiences,

implementing controls and format adjustments

Talented communicators with a passion for

especially for any subjects with complex moral,

to minimize risk.

their subject matter can carry a single-presenter

ethical or societal implications. It is important

event. These events work best if your speaker

to offer a range of voices (ideally no more

When planning your event, remember that

is a well-known personality whose ‘big name’

than three or four speakers) and viewpoints,

people can absorb information in a wide range

can attract large, mixed audiences and/or the

especially if the issue is controversial or

of different ways: through seeing, hearing,

topic is particularly interesting and newsworthy.

emotive. Don’t restrict your choices to scientists

moving and touching. A good event will use a

Multi-presenter events can be an interesting

– consider involving patients, clinicians,

variety of styles to engage as many people as

way of delivering information and allowing for

sociologists, economists, representatives of

possible and will allow audiences to take part

dialogue between participants and with the

relevant NGOs, the media, artists or authors to

in the event somehow – through interaction,

audience. Text-heavy slides or complex graphs

encourage vibrant and varied discussion.

dialogue etc.

are not appropriate for public audiences and
often do not make for the best experience. If

These events work particularly well when they

Some popular formats are listed below, but

possible, only use PowerPoint (or similar) for

are chaired by a skilled host and should allow

there’s nothing to stop you combining several

visuals – images, diagrams, video clips, etc. –

time for audience questions.

approaches to deliver a unique event.

not as a memory aid for speakers. Hands-on
activities aren’t only for kids – consider getting

We strive for gender parity

your audience to DO something as part of

across all Festival programming

your event.

and are committed to
delivering events reflecting

Making use of digital interactive tools such as

the diverse identities of the

Kahoot!, Mentimeter or Slido can be a great

scientific community.

way for presenters to engage audiences.
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EVENTS FOR ALL AGES

Drop-in events

EVENT DURATION

Performances/shows

Drop-in events can take many forms – for

– Presentations, talks and discussions in the

Live performances – music, dance, drama,

example exhibitions, demonstrations or

Edinburgh Science Festival programme

poetry, comedy etc. – may form part of an

interactive activities – all of which are informal

usually run for 60–90 minutes, including time

event or may BE the event, and can be a

in nature and provide various opportunities

for audience questions

valuable way of reaching out to new audiences.

to interact with scientists and their research,
showcase technology innovation and

– Performances and workshops vary in length

Performances can impart information, be useful

knowledge and facilitate hands-on experiences.

depending on what is covered, they usually

catalysts for discussion or simply provide an

We can offer space in a high profile public

run between 45 minutes and 3 hours

interesting overall experience. The science

venue and are interested in drop-in events that

doesn’t always have to be explicit; sometimes

could run for anything from one afternoon to

it is enough to remind us that science

the whole of the Festival.

is not separate to but rather is a part of
broader culture.

– Drop-in activities are flexible and have no
set length; there should be enough material
to entertain a visitor for at least 5–10 minutes

Walking tours, trails,

with the opportunity for a longer visit and

excursions, etc.

more activities if they wish

Workshops

Walking tours or science trails can be a novel

A focused and practical workshop can

way of engaging audiences. If you decide this

Once you have thought through these

give visitors the chance to use professional

is the format for you, remember that a lot will

elements, you’ll be ready to submit your

equipment or gain specialist practical skills.

depend on having a knowledgeable, engaging

proposal(s) through the call for ideas WebForm.

Children and adults alike relish the opportunity

host and that logistics can make or break an

to try something new and make something

event of this sort (as can the weather!). Do you

Please use our Wufoo link to submit your idea

themselves, be that through computer

have access to a special scientific place which

proposal. Please use a separate form for each

programming, a virtual cookery class, a

is not normally open to the public? ‘Behind the

entry you would like us to consider for inclusion

make-at-home workshop using simple

scenes’ tours are very popular with audiences.

in the Festival programme.

office materials

DEADLINE
The submission deadline for your proposal(s) is
5pm Wednesday 23 December.
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